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Abstract

A few works use other sources of information, e.g., text
corpus, to automatically characterize the visual attributes of
objects [14, 2] without any human supervision.
Human computation enables large-scale collection of semantic attributes of objects, which can then to use to index
objects in a human-understandable way. The ESP Game
mechanism, for example, has been used to collect millions
of image tags, that are then used to power image search on
the Web. Game mechanisms, however, is not one-size-fitsall. It has been noted that the ESP Game produces image
tags that tend to be common and uninformative [16, 5]. This
is a direct consequence of the output-agreement mechanism
– needing to agree with his partner, a player’s best strategy
is to enter common tags that are likely to be entered by any
person. Ad-hoc fixes, such as taboo words [15] or arbitrary
restrictions on players’ outputs (e.g., that the tag must start
with the letter a [16]), do not seem to eliminate the problem completely. Because of the limitations of the outputagreement mechanism, it is necessary to invent new game
mechanism in order to collect detailed, descriptive semantic
attributes that can be used to make fine-grained distinctions
between different categories and objects. In this work, we
introduce a new game mechanism called complementaryagreement mechanism for collecting attributes and attribute
values for images, and a game that implements this mechanism called Polarity.

We introduce a human computation approach for acquiring object attributes and attribute values from the crowd,
including a new game called Polarity.

1. Introduction
An important challenge in information retrieval is bridging the “semantic gap”, which refers to the disconnect between the way that humans and machines represent and describe objects. The semantic gap prevents humans from
expressing their information needs using natural language,
and makes it difficult for machines to explain the relevance
of the retrieved items to humans. Attributes help bridge
this semantic gap. They are compoundable, making them
extremely useful for constructing complex queries (e.g.,
“asian women with short hair, big eyes and high cheekbones”) and identification (e.g., find an actor whose name
you forgot, or an image that you have misplaced in a large
collection). In recommendation systems, indexing objects
by attributes makes it possible to explain why a particular
item is chosen for the user (e.g., this song is recommended
because it is “calm” and “sentimental”, just like the other
ones that you liked).
Attributes are also useful for learning. There has been
a recent movement towards using an intermediate layer of
human-understandable attributes for classification [12, 8, 4,
3, 7]. The idea is to build a two-layer classifier that maps
image features first to a semantic code, then maps the semantic code to a set of classes. With the exception of [13],
most works use a set of attributes that are fixed and manually curated. For example, Kumar et al. [7] manually
created 65 attributes for face recognition, and paid workers on Mechanical Turk to obtain the attribute values for
each image. The Animal with Attributes dataset was created
using the 50 attributes proposed in [6, 11]. The outdoor
scene datasets provided by [4, 3] uses a fixed set of 64 attributes, describing the objects’ shape (e.g., “cylindrical”),
parts (e.g., “has window”) and material (e.g., “is shiny”).

2. Learning Attributes from the Crowd
Polarity is part of a larger integrated, machine-in-theloop system for attribute learning [9]. Similar to Parikh
and Krauman [13], Polarity will be integrated with a active attribute acquisition algorithm, which will intelligently
choose a set of images for players to process during each
round of the game. In this section, we will describe Polarity,
its underlying game mechanism, and some of its properties.
Polarity: A Complementary-Agreement Mechanism
Consider a game for collecting object attributes, where two
players are presented with a set of objects (e.g., images)
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Figure 1. Polarity

and an attribute (e.g., “has red beak”) and asked to click
on the objects with that attribute. The output-agreement
mechanism, in this case, would work poorly – if players
are rewarded for agreement, then there is a simple cheating
strategy where players click on everything and receive the
maximum reward.
To solve this problem, we introduce a new game mechanism called complementary-agreement mechanism, where
one of the players is asked to generate outputs that the other
player is forbidden to enter. Polarity (Figure 1) is game
that implements this mechanism. In the visual version of
this game, two players are presented with a set of images.
Players alternate between two roles – the “positive” player
(Figure 1(a)) is asked to name an attribute and select images that the attribute describes, while the “negative player”
(Figure 1(b)) is asked to select images that the named attribute does not describe. Players receive a joint score of
(|Sp | × |Sn |) − c · |Sp ∩ Sn |, where Sp is the set of entities
selected by the positive player, Sn is the number of entities
selected by the negative player, and c is the penalty for selections that overlap between the two players.
The complementary-agreement mechanism has some interesting properties. First, in a single round of the game, we
are able to gather both the positive and negative examples
of a given attribute. This allows rapid creation of datasets
for training attribute classifiers. Second, since the entire
set of the objects are revealed to the players (as opposed
to games with hidden information, such as TagATune [10],
where each player is given a partial set of the objects), we
can gather attributes that explicitly distinguish between objects that are confusable. Finally, the game allows machine
learners to propose new attributes and attribute values to be
evaluated by the human players. This is a useful property
for building a continuous attribute learning system that can
monitor its own progress using human feedback.

2.1. Conclusion
Our short term goal is to collect image attributes using Polarity, and compare the performance of our two-layer

classifier to existing works [8, 7, 4, 17, 1] which employ
attributes collected via other means. Accompanying the
poster will also be a demo of the visual version of the Polarity game, using images from five datasets, including Animals with Attributes [8], PubFig [7], aPascal [4], CUB-200
[17] and LeafSnap [1].
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